




With a capacity to make over 50,000 

Elements annually, STEER has already 

supplied over 230,000 Twin-Scew 

Elements of 9,000+ different types, in 

about 460 different sizes of twin screw 

extruders to over 400 plants   

worldwide. In Japan alone, STEER 

supplies to about 150 plants.  
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EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
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STEER EXTRUDER COMPONENTS
                               A GLOBAL CHOICE



STEER has become an automatic global 

choice for 'Extruder Users' 

Through its dedicated research, technological 

development, investments in high quality 

machines, testing equipment and human 

capital, STEER has geared itself to match the 

very best in the world. 

With a dedicated global team of experts in the 

field and in its founder Dr. Babu Padmanabhan's 

in-depth knowledge of Kinematics, Metallurgy 

and Polymer Engineering, STEER has further 

strengthened its already credible standing in 

the industry.

STEER elements ensure a fully wiping profile for 

any lead of screw, any number of starts and any 

machine parameters. STEER also specializes in 

the manufacture of High-free Volume Elements, 

Transition Elements, various types of Kneading 

Blocks, Lined-Barrels and Shafts to complete its 

range of EPZ products.

The company holds patents for new screw 

elements and has established breakthroughs 

ensuring significant increases in productivity. In 

several cases, some of our technologically 

improved Elements & Components have 

become part of the OEM-equipment. STEER 

uses hi-tech CAD/CAM programs to 

manufacture screw elements using basic 

machine parameters such as barrel-diameter, 

center distance and constant clearance. The 

parameters used in designing the elements are 

completely interchangeable. 

THE STEER ADVANTAGE



Brand STEER is the Global Choice

Reliable performance has been the hallmark of 

all of STEER's Extruder Components. Wear 

resistant components are manufactured by 

analyzing the product composition and the 

material to be processed, engineering material, 

metallurgy with optimum composition, 

hardness and micro structure.  The 

manufacturing challenges are, working on 

tough-to-machine tool steels. 
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A good compound is the result of the right 

chemistry coupled with the right technology.  

This is all about putting the right kind of work, 

always a result of optimally configured screw 

elements. Optimal configuration has the right 

elements in the right place for the right 

application and process parameters.



The popular twin-screw elements are newly invented 

Single Flight Shovel Elements (SFV), Single Flight 

Elements (SFE), Normal Right-hand Screw Elements 

(RSE), Schubkanten Elements (SKE), Single Flight 

SK Elements (SSKE) and Regular Flight Shovel 

Elements (RFV). 

STEER's Shovel elements has been designed for 

starve-fed and feed limited applications. The 

supreme conveying efficiency makes this element a 

preferred choice. It has the ability to handle the 

materials that tend to get fluidized during flow. 
 

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

Single Flight 
SK Elements

Schubkanten

Elements

Single Flight

Elements 

Forward 

Screw Elements

Regular Flight 
Shovel Elements

Single Flight 

Shovel Elements



The melting process in a co-rotating extruder is 

different. The thermo plastic is subjected to intense 

shearing. This work in an extruder is done by Kneading 

Blocks. Multiple lobe geometry is essential in getting the 

shear uniformity without sacrificing the shear 

intensification. With this the probability of material 

getting degraded is reduced.
 
STEER's Fractional Kneading Elements have multiple 

lobe geometry. This Kneading Block with multi-lobe 

geometry enhances the melting efficiency in 

metallurgy.  STEER's superior materials are designed 

for all classes of application, and assures enhanced life 

with balanced mechanical properties.
 

STEER EXTRUDER COMPONENTS - A GLOBAL CHOICE
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Screw Elements

STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ
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STEER EXTRUDER COMPONENTS - A GLOBAL CHOICE
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STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ

Neutral Kneading

Elements
3KB Kneading

Elements
Screw Mixing

Elements

Fractional Kneading

Elements
Forward Kneading

Elements
Reverse Kneading

Elements

Special Tooth

 Mixing Elements
Continuous Mixing 

Elements

Fractional Mixing 
Elements



STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ

 Venting Screws
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STEER EXTRUDER COMPONENTS - A GLOBAL CHOICE
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STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ

Forward 

Screw Elements



STEER BREAKAWAY ADAPTER with a V-Notch, is designed to give 

additional protection. The Adapter works like a fuse in conditions of 

high torque levels, snapping the adapter to ensure more safety to the 

EPZ parts and reduce damages. 
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S H A F T S

STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ



STEER manufactures different types of barrels - 

Intake Barrels, Side Feeder Barrels, Vented Barrels, 

Combi Barrels and Closed Barrels. The manufacturing 

is based on the Twin-Screw Extruder configuration 

and applications as desired by its customers.

STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ
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SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS of STEER BARRELS  

and LINERS

v   Enhanced life 
  Due to superior steel and carefully                   

  designed metallurgy. 

v   Optimum heating & cooling 
  Uniform and well distributed.

v  Super finished surfaces 
For enhanced process efficiency.

v   Critically maintained Dimensions and Tolerances 

  Geometry is the key. 

v   Wide choice  
  Minimum lead time.  

v   Global offices  
Better servicing capabilities.

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

STEER Barrels 

-  are available up to Dia. 300mm 

      & length up to 650mm. 

-  New Liners can be fitted where 

      required. 
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STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ

SFV (Shovel)

As a specialist in EPZ Products and as one of the leading 

manufacturers of Co-Rotating Twin-Screw Extruders, STEER 

constantly invests in R&D to bring out innovative products from 

time to time. The Special Screw Elements illustrated on this page 

are an exemplification of its engineering excellence.

FKB

Single Flight Shovel Element 

      - Starve Feed
  

These elements are capable of 

achieving intake capacity (in 

starve feed) of over 300 per cent 

compared to normal elements.  

Converts feed-limited to torque-

limited; utilizing the machine to 

a great extent.

Improves efficiency of professing 

by lowering specific energy.

: Pending STEER Patent

Fractional Lobe Kneading Block 
 
High melting efficiency. 

Induced melt-mixing. 

Uniform and intense shear. 

Increased overall process 
efficiency. 

- Ref No. US 6,783,270

STEER Patent: 

STEER EXTRUDER COMPONENTS - A GLOBAL CHOICE

FOR HIGHER INTAKEFOR ENHANCED MELTING 
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STEER  PRODUCTS EPZ

FMERFV (Shovel)

Regular Flight Shovel Element 

      
Shovel Conveying Element.

Suitable for both intake and side 

feed zone.

Increased  conveying efficiency.

 Pending

 

STEER Patent:

Fractional Mixing Element  
 
The FME elements offer the 

ability to avoid the effects of 

meta radial shear stresses.

Suitable for mixing and low 

shear.

- Ref. No. US 6,783,270  B1. 

 

 

STEER Patent: 

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

FOR EFFICIENT MIXINGFOR HIGHER INTAKE 
       (SPECIAL)



1. Center Distance: Range is from    
10.5 mm to 48 mm depending 
upon TSE Models.

2. Power Rating: Range is from         
3 KW to 300 KW depending 
upon TSE Models.



VOLUMETRIC 

and SIDE FEEDERS

Understanding bulk material is crucial to making an efficient 

feeder for TSEs. The screw has to be designed based on the 

type of bulk material i.e., granular, cohesive powders, fibres 

or flaky materials.

STEER has developed screws appropriate for every 

application. Hopper designed on bulk material properties 

overcomes the defects like rathole, arching etc. 
 
Side Feeders are designed to feed a variety of materials like 

glass-fibres, powder additives, mineral fillers etc., into the 

extruder. Side feeders can also be used for devolatizing 

applications through side venting. Side feeder height is 

adjustable within a range. It is also portable by the use of 

castor wheels. Barrels and screws are of special tool-steel 

material and suitably surface treated for the application. 

The screws are co-rotating, self-wiping type and the drive is a 

4 pole TEFV, Cage type, AC Motor, controlled by a variable 

speed microprocessor controlled drive control.

STEER TSE FEEDERS

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE



The Human Machine Interface (HMI) is the central point for visualization, controlling and 

monitoring the extruder and peripherals through suitable communication links and 

protocol. With an HMI system, the drive is controlled from the touch screen of the 

HMI(Multi Panels or PCs with appropriate pointing devices), which operates through 

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs).
 
STEER allows for customization of the HMI screens, integration of peripherals, other 

plant utilities and material system to achieve complete plant automation. The software 

used by STEER is highly reputed (for example, Siemens Pro Tool/Pro and WinCC or 

equivalent).
 
The essential features of the Automation system are recipe management, fail-safe 

interlocking and data-logging. Recipe management allows for storage of all important 

process parameters for each product. Interlocks are programmed to provide a safe 

operation and alarms are generated to alert the operator to take corrective actions. 

Data-logging allows recording of long or short-term trends and reports can be 

generated on a daily, weekly or monthly basis based on stored production data.

STEER TSE PARTS



It is designed with controlled heating to achieve optimum melt viscosity 

and building pressure to push the extrudate with ideal viscosity - in the 

form of strands of required diameter.
 
One of the key features of STEER’s Die Assembly is its high accuracy.  It 

has chemically heat treated surfaces to overcome the forces of 

adhesion.

STEER TSE PARTS

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE



STEER TSE PARTS

(Available in 40, 50, 60, 75, 150, 200 mm sizes)



PROCESSING SECTION METALLURGY

Disclaimer:  Due to continuous development actual values / parameters may differ from those 
mentioned in this list.

ANNEXURE (i)

Material Table

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

T S E- F E E D E R S

Bore Diameter (internal) 10 to 300mm

Barrel Length (each) 50 to 650mm



EPZ ZONES KEY ACTION

Intake Zone F

Melting Zone F

Venting Zone F

Mixing Zone 

Vacuum Zone 

Metering Zone 

or introducing the material into the extruder.

or heating the material and therefore melting the material 
and achieve partial or total mixing.

or removing the volatiles & moisture.

For ensuring proper mixing.

For completely removing the volatiles & moisture to the 
required levels.

For building up the required pressure at the die.



EPZ.STEERWORLD.COM

ANNEXURE (iii)

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

WWW.EXTRUDERTIMES.COM



MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION (MOC)
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STEER EXTRUDER

       BARRELS & SHAFTS

STEER manufactures different types of Barrels namely 

 (round or square). STEER's sophisticated foundry and expertise provides the 

assurance that the right metallurgy is in place to make Barrels and Liners. STEER constantly innovates and has 

introduced a  for Special Extruders. STEER also provides Barrel Relining 

Services and on-site Barrel Measurement Services.

STEER makes exclusive shafts of any profile and geometry for all brands of Twin-Screw Extruders. 

 makes STEER Shafts a perfect choice. STEER also provides 

services to test the shafts of any make.

Intake Barrels, Side Feeder Barrels, Vented Barrels, 

Combi Barrels and Closed Barrels

'Novel Technology with a Jiffy Clamp'

Superior 

metallurgy with full fledged in-house heat treatment

STEER EPZ - THE PREFERRED CHOICE OF OVER 5500 OPERATING EXTRUDERS WORLDWIDE



STEER provides quality service in the following areas:

Screw Element Configuration Barrel Measurement Activities 

    (Consulting Services) Safety Adaptor for Shafts

Screw Elements Replacements
Shaft Testing Services

Barrel Relining Services

S E R V I C E S





No.1. AT THE HEART OF A CO-ROTATING TWIN-SCREW EXTRUDER 

EXEMPLIFYING ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
    
          EXTRUDER  PROCESSING  ZONE

I N S I D E  

Higher Intake, Enhanced Mixing and Efficient Conveying are the three important activities that 

are performed INSIDE the processing zone of a co-rotating twin-screw extruder. A compound is 
The Extruder Processing Zone (EPZ) is the ‘heart’ of a co-rotating twin-screw extruder that helps the result of the right chemistry coupled with the right technology. Repeat purchases by its 
to achieve the desired performance. In the EPZ product portfolio, STEER’s EPZ brand is customers and increasing numbers of new customers have helped STEER reach a commanding 
aggressive with its patented screw elements and innovations in shafts and barrels. STEER has its position in the EPZ category of the growing world extruder market. STEER also provides a host of 
own state-of-the-art foundry to manufacture specialty tool steels and has supplied over 230,000 EPZ services for all brands of co-rotating twin-screw extruders through its wide global network of 
TSE Elements to more than 400 plants worldwide. offices and service representatives. E
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STEER SCREW ELEMENTS    STEER SHAFTS    STEER  BARRELS & LINERS
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Higher Intake, Enhanced Mixing and Efficient Conveying are the three important activities that are 

performed INSIDE the processing zone of a co-rotating twin-screw extruder. A compound is the result of 
The Extruder Processing Zone (EPZ) is the ‘heart’ of a co-rotating twin-screw extruder that helps to the right chemistry coupled with the right technology. Repeat purchases by its customers and increasing 
achieve the desired performance. In the EPZ product portfolio, STEER’s EPZ brand is aggressive with numbers of new customers have helped STEER reach a commanding position in the EPZ category of the 
its patented screw elements and innovations in shafts and barrels. STEER has its own state-of-the-art growing world extruder market. STEER also provides a host of EPZ services for all brands of co-rotating 
foundry to manufacture specialty tool steels and has supplied over 230,000 TSE Elements to more twin-screw extruders through its wide global network of offices and service representatives.
than 400 plants worldwide.

STEER EPZ - THE PREFERRED CHOICE OF OVER 5500 OPERATING EXTRUDERS WORLDWIDE
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CUSTOMER 

ENQUIRY 

FORM

I.  Extruder Details 

Please see overleaf 1/2
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Please see overleaf 2/2
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amy.zhu@steerworld.com

www.steerworld.com



STEER AMERICA 

1525, Corporate Woods Parkway, 
Suite 500, Uniontown, 
Ohio - 44685 USA

T: +1-866-984-1800
F: +1-540-526-9144
E: info@steeramerica.com
www.steeramerica.com

STEER JAPAN 

Fukui Building 4F, 3-21-7 

Higashiueno, Taiko-ku,  
Tokyo 111-0015 Japan

T: +81-3-6411-5770
F: +81-3-3831-3230
E: info@steerjapan.com
www.steerjapan.com

STEER EUROPE

1, Lyric Square, 
London W6 0NB, 
United Kingdom

T:+44-203 178 3243
F: +44-203 008 6161
E: info@steereurope.com
www.steerworld.com

STEER INDIA

290, 4th Main, 4th Phase, 
Peenya Industrial Area, 
Bangalore - 560058. INDIA

T: +91-80-23723309 / 10
F: +91-80-28391374
E: info@steerworld.com
www.steerworld.com

STEER CHINA 

Suite 405, Building # 3,  
3599 Qixin Road, 
Minhang Area, Shanghai, 
China - PRC 201101

T: +86-021-34718598
F: +86-021-34718598 ext. 806  
E: kenneth.erickson@steerworld.com 
www.steerchina.com.cn
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